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Rechargeable Lint Remover Clothes 

Fuzz Shaver 

As the professional manufacture, we would like to 

provide you Chichonor® Rechargeable Lint 

Remover Clothes Fuzz Shaver. And we will offer 

you the best after-sale service and timely delivery. 

CHICHONOR's 6-Leaf rechargeable lint remover 

clothes fuzz shaver keeps your clothes look new 

and clean! It shave off lint pills without harming 

your sweater. The comfort handle can rotate 180 

degrees allowing the lint remover to fit 

comfortably in your hands. Lint shaver, electrostatic stick brush and cleaning brush are in 

one device which helps to remove loose debris from the fabric and smooth the cloth 

before or after defuzzing it. This makes it a great all-rounder- clean away any fabric type, 

no restrictions. 

 

As a professional high quality Chichonor® Rechargeable Lint Remover Clothes Fuzz 
Shaver manufacture, you can rest assured to buy Rechargeable Lint Remover Clothes 
Fuzz Shaver from our factory and we will offer you the best after -sale service and timely 
delivery. 

Buy Chichonor® Rechargeable Lint Remover Clothes Fuzz which Can be 
Customized From Our Factory Called chichonor 

 

 
 

1.Product Introduction of Rechargeable Lint Remover Clothes Fuzz 
Shaver 

https://i.trade-cloud.com.cn/upload/406/rechargeable-lint-remover-clothes-fuzz-shaver_1884267.jpg
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This ELECTRIC LINT REMOVER was the latest invention high quality with CE ROHS 
and offer 1 years Warranty.It was made up with ABS,covering most of Europe and the 
Americas market.We are expecting become your long-term partner in china. 
 

 
 

2.Product Parameter (Specification) of Rechargeable Lint Remover 
Clothes Fuzz Shaver 

 
·        Size: (L)21.5 X (W)8.5 X (H)14.5 cm 
·        Weight: 420 g 
·        Material: ABS 
·        Color: White, Gray, Black 
·        Available package: Color box or Clamshell 
·        Power Source:800mAh Li-battery(include) 
·        Charging Time: 2 hours 
·        Rated Voltage: 3.7VDC 
·        Rated Power: 5W Cutter head 

 

3.Product Feature And Application of Rechargeable Lint Remover 
Clothes Fuzz Shaver 

Wireless, easily to carry 

rechargeable lint remover Without the wire, our fabric shaver is the best portable fabric 
shaver. The lightweight design makes users easily to use for any kinds of circumstances. 
With ergonomic design, users can hold the shaver comfortably and operate regularly. 
 

4.Product Details of Rechargeable Lint Remover Clothes Fuzz Shaver 
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SUPER FAST Rechargable & 3 Types Charging Indicator 

2 hours super fast charge, used for more than 60mins. The red light is on when 

charging; once it is full, the indicator light turns green light; the blue light is on 

when working; the blue light flashes when the battery is low.   

 
Bionic-honeycomb Protective Mesh Design 

65mm large honeycomb detachable net cover, coverage increased by 50%, 3 different 
sizes of mesh for trimming all size lint, pills, fuzz and bobbles,safe and not hurt clothes. 

  

6-leaf Diamond Stainless Steel Precision Blade 

Fine grinding 6-leaf Stainless Steel rotary blades, can be floated up and down 
automatically. Blade lengthened by 30%, removal lint more fast and precise, 60% more 
efficient than others. 
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Upgraded Lint Container 

Visualize large-capacity lint container, embedded design, prevent separation, intelligent 
disassembly, gently press separate, easy and labor-saving.NOTE: Press down the 
handle to take the Lint Container off 

  

Push Disc Button 

Pressure sensitive, pressing the ring switch (on/pause/off)，hidden in the recess, safe 

and anti-touch. 
 
 

5.Rechargeable Lint Remover 
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FOR EVERYDAY USE: Perfect for cleaning up lint on the clothing, bedding and all types 

of fabric furniture. 
 

6.FAQ 

 
Question:How many hours can be used after full charged? 
Answer:About 2 hour, also it can be used while charging 
 

Question:How is the fuzz removal effect compared to other fuzz trimmers? 
Answer:It requires less effort than other lint remover and is gentle on the fabric itself. No 
battery is a huge advantage plus 
 
Question:Is the handle of the shaver comfortable to use or rotate? 
Answer:This fabric shaver has 180 degree rotaty handle which is comfortable and easy 
to use. 

 


